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By Heather Abel

Audible Studios on Brilliance, 2017. CD-Audio. Condition: New. Unabridged. Language: English .
Brand New. In 2000, Heather Abel, a journalist and grad student, awoke from sedation at NYU
Hospital to find three doctors standing over her bed. They told her that she had the worst case they
d ever seen of a rare Scandinavian disease called celiac. At first, this diagnosis - and its requirement
of total adherence to a gluten-free diet - seemed like the simple answer to a lifetime of strange
symptoms including anemia, insomnia, pneumonia, mouth ulcers, missed periods, and neck pain
so severe that for months preceding the diagnosis she hadn t been able to turn her head. But even
on the diet - and as glutenphobia erupted in this country, with nearly a third of Americans avoiding
gluten - Abel still didn t feel well. When doctors, nutritionists, and websites all offered contradicting
information on gluten and diet, she began to panic. How would she know what to eat? In this
powerful, wide-ranging, and emotional story about the limits of medical knowledge, Abel discovers
why she wasn t diagnosed with celiac as a child. She considers how environmental fears and
Internet anecdotes lead people to...
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This book is amazing. it was writtern very completely and helpful. Your way of life period is going to be enhance as soon as you full reading this pdf.
-- Antonia  Lindg r en II--  Antonia  Lindg r en II

This written ebook is wonderful. This is certainly for anyone who statte there was not a really worth studying. You may like how the author compose this
pdf.
-- O dessa  Gr a ha m-- O dessa  Gr a ha m
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